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lines 3.6 full 51Q: C# BinarySearch Class -
Possible problems in code? I am a beginner
in C# so I wanted to create a binary search
class. Here is my question: Is there
something wrong with my code? Should it
be rewritten? My code: using System; using
System.Collections.Generic; namespace
ConsoleApp4 { class Program { static void
Main(string[] args) { String[] items = new
String[] { "Moose", "Hole", "Neon",
"Mole", "Zoo", "Horse", "Penguin",
"Creek", "Canoe", "Naughty", "Doggy",
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"Fido", "Snappy", "Lucky", "Puppy" };
BinarySearch BinarySearch1 = new
BinarySearch(items, "Moose");
Console.ReadKey(); } } } class
BinarySearch { private String[] Items;
public BinarySearch(String[] Items, String
val) { this.Items = Items; int index =
Arrays.BinarySearch(Items, val); if (index!=
-1) Console.WriteLine(index); else
Console.WriteLine("No item found"); } }
A: Should it be rewritten? Yes, that is my
first concern. Next I would check for the
following:

magic lines 3.6 Magic Lines 3.6 Full 51. No
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GNU Free Documentation License.
Printable HTML version: Some posts on this
site are presented in text format because of
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municipal/state laws. , and some videos on
this site are presented in text format because
of "copy protection" constraints or
municipal/state laws. , and some videos on
this site are presented in text format because
of "copy protection" constraints or
municipal/state laws. , and some videos on
this site are presented in text format because
of "copy protection" constraints or
municipal/state laws. Magic Lines 3.6 Full
51. No items have been added yet! Related
Collections. When you, as a Christian, use
the word "magic" to describe the Mystical
aspect of God's relationship to humanity,
you are, thus, using the phrase "magic lines"
to describe God's relationship to humanity.
That is what you are saying when you use
the phrase "magic lines". Magic Lines 3.6
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